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Abstract The impact of power subsystem design on aircraft performance has traditionally been assessed during 
an aircraft’s conceptual design phase via estimates based on past design references and databases. With the 
advent of the more/all electric aircraft (M/AEA), the need to more fully integrate electrical power subsystems into 
the overall aircraft system greatly increases. However,  determining impacts on fuel consumption and other 
aircraft level benefits during the conceptual design phase becomes significantly more difficult and cannot be fully 
realized on the basis of past design references and databases since they are insufficient for addressing the 
impacts of the new architectures and technologies involved. To address this lacuna, a comprehensive framework 
of methodologies, models, and tools is needed for this phase of the design process to quickly, efficiently, and with 
sufficient fidelity assess and optimize the mission-level conceptual design of the electrical power subsystem 
(EPS) and its integration into the overall aircraft system. This also requires a rethinking of the thermal 
management subsystem (TMS) due to increased heat loads relative to the EPS and the possibility of TMS 
electrification, which in turn requires a simultaneous consideration of both subsystems during the integration and 
conceptual design phase of system assessment and optimization.  Further discussion on why this is of 
importance and on why we need such a framework now is given in this paper. 
 
 
I. Introduction 
Major improvements in aircraft performance have 
traditionally been brought about by progress in 
propulsion, structures, and aerodynamics [1]. Power 
subsystems are adapted to support associated 
aircraft configuration needs. For instance, the 
electrification of power systems is envisioned as a 
key enabler of more fuel efficient engines, lighter 
composite structures, the reduction of hydraulic 
power distribution weight and weaknesses, etc. [3]. 
Electrification rationalizes the energy processing 
architecture, facilitates higher integration between 
power systems, and brings all the advantages of 
electrical technologies to the various power 
subsystems. More integration is spatial (for weight 
and drag reduction), functional, and temporal (new 
energy management) [2, 3, 4, 5]. Aircraft fuel 
consumption efficiency improvement requires more 
integration between power subsystems through their 
electrification [3].  
 
II. The need for a new EPS design and  
methodology 
 

i. We are at the beginning of the (M/AEA) S 
curve.  

The EPS of the M/AEA aircraft is more complex as 
indicated per Figure 1 below (i.e., has more 
components and much more electrical network 
configurations) and more critical. Most aircraft 

functions are dependent on electrical power 
availability. EPS resources and loads are functionally 
and physically linked in a complex fuel efficient 
energy management scheme [3, 4, and 5]. Processed 
electrical power and voltage level are much higher: 
Thus, electrical faults are more dangerous. 

 



 
Figure 1 Legacy electrical system(top) versus more 
electrical aircraft electrical system (bottomt) (Source 
LAPLACE) 

New high voltage DC networks and converters are 
required to achieve efficiency and weight, the majority 
of the power load is via electrically motorized and 
electronically controlled actuation which avoids the 
technological weaknesses of hydraulics and 
pneumatics. However, load and source management 
complexity is strongly increased [4]. E-engine start, e-
hydraulics generation, E-APU, E-taxi, E-brake, E-
WIPS, E-ECS, and E-flight actuation are good 
examples of the all the electrical trends. 

 

 
Figure 2. Legacy power aircraft (top) and MEA power 
aircraft (bottom) (Source LAPLACE) 

Figure 2 [5] illustrates the state-of-the art in 
replacements of the hydraulically and pneumatically 
powered systems by electrically powered ones.This 
electrification is a first step in the AEA roadmap in 
which the previous ATA functional allocation, sub-
system architectures standards and rules for design 
and certification are still being used. Figure 3, below 
on right side shows the linkage between systems 
weight and drag, power off-take, systems power 
demand, thrust and induced fuel consumption. It is 
now admitted that electrification is still at the 
beginning of its S curve while the traditional hydraulic 
pneumatic and electrical technology mix is 
‘saturating’: no further significant progress are 
anticipated.  

 
Figure 3. Energy Coupling between Subsystems, 
Engine and Aircraft (Source PHD dissertation, Hanke 
- Liscouet)  

ii. Synthesizing the EPS for an optimal 
aircraft is a complex process which 
requires new design methodologies 

In the end, the EPS design must maximize electrical 
power availability and “affordability”, respecting load 
supply mission and safety rules. Safety and 
availability have strong implications on the spatial and 
functional implementation constraints and the rules 
for systems segregation, dissimilarity, maturity, and 
power sizing [2, 3, 4, 5, 66, and 83] 
Being “more affordable” for a commercial aircraft, the 
EPS design must minimize its induced fuel 
consumption through minimized power extraction 
over the mission and by mean of minimal induced 
weight and drag. [3]. 
Analysis of electrification fuel efficiency benefits is not 
straight forward. The EPS system design has 
consequences on others aircraft systems, inducing 
additional weight, drag and power extraction and 
reversely design others subsystems, engine and 
aircraft design choices impact strongly the EPS 
components power sizing and associated induced 
weight, drag and power extraction. 
We give hereafter several examples of this 
performances linkage: 

- Replacing the bleed air deicing solution by 
electro-thermal deicing is due to the use of 
composite materials and is done to be more 
efficient.   However, feeder and generator 
sizes and weights are strongly impacted. 
Power shaving to reduce oversizing is 
dependent on possible load shedding in the 
worst case operation with limited generated 
power and icing conditions. At the aircraft 
level, the weight savings due to composite 
material use, the fuel consumption and 
weight reduction due to the no bleed more 
efficient engine, and the weight reduction of 



the deicing system itself are expected to 
positively offset the additional weight and 
drag of the electrical generation system.  

- Bus voltage , distance to load , distribution 
architecture are EPS design variables 
impacting weight of wiring between power 
distribution centers and load 

- Regenerated energy management choices, 
EMC and power quality design 
performances and constraints ,location of 
power storage, not interruptible power bus 
architecture, location of load converters and 
its potential time sharing  are EPS design 
variables impacting induced weight and drag 
of the load electrical power conversion and 
storage means 

- Location, Dimensioning and efficiency of 
EPS components depends at first of 
available thermal interface impacting the 
induced weight and drag of the heat 
extraction, transport, storage, recycling  
means of the TMS   

- Choices of the electrical generation sources 
implementation and usage versus missions 
phases and system status are dependent of 
the induced drag and weight to install 
electrical  power generation means (e-APU, 
ME gearbox, fuel cell  induced drag , weight 
and losses ) 

Modular fault tolerant system mutualizing resources 
for several subsystems are improving hosted 
functions availability and robustness. IMA is one 
example of such principle application. EPS and TMS 
future architectures may leverage on similar 
principles.  [66]  
In summary, electrification of all systems for 
affordability and availability respecting load supply 
mission and safety rules implies complex load, 
source, and conversion resource management and 
EPS co design with others systems, engine and 
aircraft. This is extremely difficult to realize without 
further expert simplifications and an adapted “to be 
developed” conceptual design framework.  

 
iii. TMS share with EPS the same system 

design synthesis and integration 
problematic as described above  

Similar to the EPS, the TMS is, of course, also an 
energy management system that processes energy to 
all aircraft power systems: as to the efficiencies of 
both electrical and thermal energy conversion, they 
must be maximized through technology, architecture, 
dimensioning, and resource management in a 
designed coordinated strategic way [45-49].  
The diagrams of Figure 4, on right side, shows the 
various integrated cooling loops as well as the various 
power links (electrical, thermal and mechanical) 
between power subsystems for a modern military 
aircraft.  
Design of the TMS is more and more challenging as 
heat storage and rejection capabilities are reduced 
while heat loads are increased [8]. The criticality of 
the increased heat load for a typical state-of-the-art 
military aircraft is illustrated in the diagram in Figure 
5, on the right side. On civil aircraft, heat loads are 

also increasing while the search for greater fuel 
efficiency leads to less heat removal or storage 
capability. 

 

Figure 4. Thermal management cooling loop 
integration. Power link architecture between Sub-
systems for a military aircraft [6] 

Consequently TMS is the main electrical power 
consumer in the first step of the M/AEA aircraft 
roadmap. 

 

Figure 5 Military aircraft heat load increase [7] 

At present, little research is focused on the full 
integration of the EPS even though as thermal energy 
processing time constants are compatible with EPS 
load management time constants (several tens of 
seconds to several tens of minutes), and as 
technologies are emerging for more efficient energy 
conversion from heat to electricity and conversely, 
thermal energy conversion, transport, storage, and 
fuel efficiency could be further improved. 
We give hereafter principles of potential 
improvements in architecture and technology through 
deeper integration between TMS and EPS: 
Since temperature and pressure conditions as well as 
heat load are constantly changing throughout the 
mission, the simultaneous design optimization of the 
EPS and TMS would take advantage of benefits 
resulting from the coupling of thermal (i.e., storage, 
extraction, recycling, and  rejection) and electrical 
energy management to reduce peak power demands 
and overall installed energy conversion, storage, and 
transport capacities: For instance a possible solution 
to the shortage of energy storage could be to actively 
cool heat storage reservoirs via thermal and electrical 
resource management during a mission. 



More integration between the EPS and a more 
electrified and more electronically controlled TMS 
would enable further automation, regulation and 
monitoring of thermal energy conversion and 
transport means.  
 
Modular time share resources, reconfigurable thermal 
energy links would be implemented in TMS to further 
decrease the TMS installed weight and induced drag, 
and to increase TMS functions availability. this TMS 
resource management would be optimally  
coordinated with the EPS  resources management 
 
Thermoelectric generators and coolers could be 
extensively used for temperature control either to cool 
power electronics or any specific “local” area/volume 
which need to be temperature controlled. 
 

iv. Conclusion of section II 

The latent synergies with the TMS described before 
are opportunities to be investigated with new thermal 
electric technologies and combined heat-electrical 
energy management. 
The performance coupling between EPS, TMS, other 
electrified power subsystems, engine, and aircraft 
increases the complexity and criticality of the EPS 
and TMS architecture, management, and 
dimensioning synthesis. 
This EPS-TMS aircraft integrated design extremely 
difficult: It would require expert design problem 
simplifications and an adapted “to be developed” 
conceptual design framework. 
In order to explore the EPS TMS conceptual 
framework, models and methodology characteristics 
need, the next sections of this paper will review: 
the state of the art for design synthesis of electrical 
component and sub-systems(in following section III) 
the design issues linked to semi-automated design 
synthesis through optimization of the EPS (in  section 
IV) 
the implication of  power sub-system integration (in 
section V) 

 
 
III. Electrical component and sub-system design  
state of the art  
Design of a power electronics converter, an electrical 
machine, an electrical sub system consists in the 
selection of architecture, structure, topology, 
management, controls, technologies, component and 
component dimensions.  
This is generally achieved through iterative designs 
based on expert design choices, components 
selection and calculation procedure for weight 
dimensioning similar to the design synoptic given in 
Figure 6. (Bottom) 
Then the estimated design (direct model) is simulated 
or prototyped to obtain performance. Through 
iteration, initial design choices are tuned to get the 
final design parameters, structures and components 
to meet objectives. 
In some elementary cases, the inverse model is 
straight forward and design can synthesized directly 
.If this inverse model is not available as some times it 
is not feasible, a combination of direct and inverse 
models can be used to solve the inverse problem 

using an optimization loop as shown below right side 
in Figure 6 (Top part) 
Automated design synthesis through optimization 
methodology has been initially developed 30 years 
ago when the exploration of the design space more 
efficiently through automated mathematical tooling 
has been enabled by both explosion of computation 
capability, availability of optimization algorithms and 
mathematical theorem to solve the inverse problem. 
in Figure 6 (bottom part) below : the design procedure 
(here a mix of direct and inverse sub-models) is made 
of equations linking converter selected design 
variable (yellow color) such as switching frequency 
and converter design constraints (red color) such as 
high frequency current limit or stability margins to 
calculate weight of the various component. The blue 
box in Figure 6 includes the various equations to 
calculate converter components values dimensioning 
and associated weight. 
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Figure 6: Top: the inverse problem solved by an 
optimization loop. Bottom example of a mixed direct- 
inverse model to be used in optimization loop to solve 
the inverse problem (Source CPES & LAPLACE)  
 
This components selection and calculation procedure 
for weight dimensioning can be used in an 
optimization loop for design synthesis of the best 
design variables values combination that minimize the 
weight objective while meeting constraints. Design 
procedure can be extended, modified for any set of 
component design objectives, constraints and 
variable and then used in an optimization loop to 
automate the search in the accessible design space. 



Other examples of such design procedure are shown 
below next page in Figure 7, Figure 8, and Figure 9. 
One typical weaknesses of the legacy non automated 
design synthesis using iterative calculation or 
simulation of the direct model to verify performance is 
that it is more time consuming than using an 
automated search in the design space. As it is more 
time consuming, optimality is not guaranteed as the 
design space is too partially explored due to 
development time and cost constraints. The other 
drawback is that system properties and limits than 
can observed through systematic exploration of the 
design space are less visible.  
However, the automated design synthesis by 
optimization loop is not yet the typical methodology 
used for electrical system and component design 
synthesis.  
Definition the design problem procedure that can be 
automated in an optimization loop is not always easy 
and requires expertise and validated methodology, 
models and a design framework. If the design 
problem is poorly defined, if the sizing model, the 
selection procedure are too large or too complex, if 
the optimization algorithm is not adequate then 
design may be not or poorly synthesized. In Section 
IV of this paper, the design issues of an automated or 
semi-automated design synthesis through 
optimization algorithm are reviewed.  
 Several examples of converter or electrical machine 
automated or semi-automated design synthetizing 
studies papers are given in references [9 to 44]  
In those examples, appropriate design calculation and 
selection procedure of converter, electrical machine 
or part of it are developed to solve the inverse 
problem: the review shows since 2000 a constant but 
slow progress and academia slow adoption of this 
design synthetizing methodology for power converter 
and machines. The formulation of design problem, the 
associated assumptions, also the justification of the 
chosen optimization methodology and of the 
optimality of synthetized design are aspects not 
always detailed and explained. Indeed adoption of 
automated design synthesis through optimization is 
slowed by: 

• continuously growing performance of the 
CAD tools allowing fast verification of design 
variants 

• design space constraints due to industry and 
in house standards  

• lack of time and expertise to develop 
appropriate model for inverse problem 
solving, 

• missing knowledge to optimize at system 
level,  

• lack of design framework supporting all 
needed plug in plug out specific application 
tools.  

Some research group are very active and prone this 
design synthetizing approach for converter, machine 
and electrical subsystem. For instance in [36] (2010) 
Kolar demonstrates the interest of using design by 
optimization methodologies to study competitiveness 
of a given set of technologies for a given system and 
mission: Parameters defining variability of converters 
system structure by converters association are 
potential variables of the multi objectives 
performances optimization. 

System power normalized performances are selected 
as output power density:ρ, output power weight 
density:γ, efficiency:η, failure rate:λ and $/KW:σ as 
main performance indices. System Pareto front hyper 
surfaces between the performances indices can be 
used to find the technology nodes (ρ,η,σ, fs): finding 
switching frequency that minimize cost/kw on the 
Pareto hyper surface is the proposed definition for a 
technology node (ρ,η,σ, fs); Design by optimization 
methodology could be therefore used for road 
mapping by analysis of the performances 
improvement associated to new technologies 
improvements through Pareto curves of different 
potential structures. 
 

 

 

Figure 7: Synoptic of synthesis of converter design 
variants to obtain Pareto front cost versus efficiency. 
300KVA NPC inverter cost versus losses Pareto front 
(Source G2eLab, Guillon) 



The multi objectives multi-constraint multi variable 
optimization frame-work could allow by technological 
constraints sensitivity analysis, the definition of 
system improvement achievable by improvement of 
the technology. 
Electrical components and component assemblies 
design synthesis methodologies and framework 
requirement analysis can be founded in the following 
references [50 to 66]. 
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Figure 8. Synthesis of equivalent EMI noise source to 
calculate filter component value. Top: principle – 
Bottom: illustration in the time domain (ideal voltage -
red and reconstituted voltage -blue) (Source G2eLab 
Toure)  

 
Figure 9: Design procedure to optimize EMC filter 
volume (Source G2eLab Toure) 

In particular, Roboam in [4,5,and 53 ] analyses the 
technological and architectural trends of the more 
electrical airplane and describes the  “integrated 
design by optimization” methodology: ”it consists of 
coupling the dimensioning models with an 
optimization loop to optimize system objectives such 

as weight, losses, others, while satisfying 
technological and operational constraints (thermal, 
power quality, stability, EMC)”. 
Authors give two examples of such optimization at 
sub-system level; one is a power channel as shown 
below in Figure 8 [53] and [64]. Sensitivity to 
harmonics level requirement constraint is analyzed 
through optimization. Design integration is made 
between generator, rectifier and filter to minimize 
overall subsystem weight and losses. 

 
Figure 10: Optimization of a HVDC power channel 
sub-system (G2eLAB  Laplace  Dissertation Hieu  ) 

Another example is an ECS sub-system consisting of 
an electrically motorized compressor. The ECS sub-
system design is optimized for minimum losses and 
weight over the mission. Results are shown in Figure 
11. 

 
Figure 11: Pareto optimal solutions for the ECS 
system: (a) Pareto optimal HSPMSM solutions, (b) 
Pareto optimal input filter and VSI solutions, and (c) 
Pareto optimal ECS solutions. 

As already mentioned above, as off today EPS design 
is not done yet using automated or even semi-
automated design synthesis through optimization: 

- Synthesis EPS architecture and 
management in a semi-automated way is 
still a subject of research.  

- Dimensioning optimization is done at 
component level not at subassemblies 
power chains as component interfaces are 
constrained by standards issued of past 
references.  

During the preliminary design phase of the 
development process of an aircraft, initial trade 
studies between potential architectures are achieved 
through a mix of expert review of potential 



architectures adapted from previous similar aircraft, 
and in house design rules. 

- Potential improvements of new technologies 
are evaluated in delta performances at a 
subsystem level; 

- Spreadsheet load analysis of mission point 
method and other design standards permit to 
size the power rating of components and 
associated weight, volume and losses. 

- Simulation using the direct model then 
allows to verify some aspects of the power 
quality and stability, and EMC can be 
evaluated after the preliminary design 
phase.  

However interest for aircraft power subsystems 
design synthesis through optimization methodology is 
emerging as described in the following references [3, 
67 to 83] 
We describe hereafter two analysis of EPS semi-
automated design synthesis as examples the 
emerging trend of semi-automated design synthesis 
for Power subsystems: 
In [3] (2008) Hanke-Liscouet describes the 
characteristics of a design framework for the design 
synthesis of the power sub-systems taking in account 
coupling between subsystems, engine and aircraft: A 
generic multi energy bidirectional power system 
module is used to model all main power conversion 
functions of the aircraft. The model includes the 
relationships between input power, output power, a 
set of aircraft level input and system level inputs; the 
power system module computes weight, drag 
associated to power flow using simple algebraic 
equations and can be used in the direct and inverse 
way as it is implemented as a Dymola/ Modelica  
object.   

 
Figure 12: Inverse problem to design power source 
(Hanke-Liscouet 2008) through surrogate power flow 
models  

As shown in Figure 12 above, the proposed 
methodology uses a coupled two steps process: First, 
power to be installed, associated weight and drag, 
and required fuel mass are obtained using “inverse” 
simulation depending on the output power. Then 
using the above system design, simulation estimate 
the system performance at aircraft level (losses and 
consumed power). For optimization and evaluation of 
changes, the two processes are coupled. In this way, 
the impact of overall aircraft top-level changes, of 
overall power architecture choices or even of system 
parameters is calculated directly and in a transparent 
way. To assess the changes in mass, drag and 
secondary power off-take on the engine, the power 
system architecture calculation process is linked to an 
aircraft performance calculation that computes the 
required thrust for flying the defined mission. The 

above design synthesis is similar to the legacy 
manual iterative sizing, structure selection and 
performance assessing .design by optimization 
methodology is not used as the inverse model are 
available due to the use of simple power flow 
equation and parametric linear sizing model 
.Architecture from current design references are 
assessed in performance not synthesized . 
In “Methods and tools towards optimal design of 
aircraft electrical network” dissertation, a first example 
of EPS architecture design synthesis by optimization 
is given: Giraud investigates optimization of the load 
allocation at aircraft level using bond graph modeling 
and knowledge based classification methodologies to 
optimize the load allocation to bus bar and the source 
to bus bar allocation. The objective is to minimize the 
installed weight due to load combination power flow 
(feeder, generator, power center dimensioning). [54, 
65, and 66] (2014) 
The “simultaneous processing” between architecture, 
dimensioning and management is difficult if not 
impossible to implement.  
This study shows that stated problem needs to be 
simplified by designer expertise to reduce the search 
space: 

- Reducing system complexity is a goal 
- Safety and business rules can for instance 

reduce the space of possible allocations. 

The optimization of a modular power center as shown 
in figure 13 below (left and right side ) is also a design 
synthesis challenge as it combines both high 
combinatorial possible choices of reconfiguration 
cases and multi-physics system dimensioning. [66] 
 

 
Figure 13 Power center with VSI modular resource 
(Source LAPLACE Phd dissertation Giraud) 

We will now review the general design issues linked 
to semi-automated design synthesis through 
optimization for a subsystem. 
 
 
 
III. Review of general technical issues linked to 
semi-automated design synthesis through 
optimization  
 
Design by optimization methodology includes: 



- the definition of the design problem and how 
mission and environment description are 
translated to design objectives and constraints.  

- the development of one or several single or 
multilevel models adapted to continuous or 
combinatorial inverse problems to be solved 
through optimization using one several 
optimization loop in parallel, the associated 
design loop management  strategy.  

- the development of tools and methods to deal 
with complexity and uncertainty, to enrich low 
fidelity model. 

i. Definition of the design problem: 
objectives, variables, constraints 
formulation  

EPS and power subsystems design has to take into 
account more than one “nominal” operating point but 
a simultaneous set of equivalent trajectory of each 
design drivers: to build the proper design driver vector 
for dimensioning, part of design constraints have to 
be “integrated” along the mission. 
Also the relationship with the system design versus 
mission and environmental constraints is bi-
directional: the EPS mission may be executed in 
different ways impacting its design choices; specific 
design choices may lead to a better mission capability 
which was not expected at first.  
Defining the approach to capture the key performance 
and dimensioning drivers from mission profiles and 
environmental constraint is a research by itself: 
statistical method, sensitivity analysis and 
optimization can be mobilized to synthesize those 
mission and environment representative design 
drivers. 
Additionally the “environmental” constraint is a 
mixture of true physical environmental constraints, 
artificial constraints from  standards and certification 
rules, and the induced constraints from the interaction 
with the aircraft and its systems. 
Among artificial constraints, electromagnetic 
emissions and power quality public standard are 
imposing severe constraints on the design and 
dimensioning of converter and switches. Improvement 
in power density and some design simplification may 
be achieved through revision of those standard.  
Those standards are mainly addressing the 
component to guarantee the system operation. 
Design validity is demonstrated by a combination of 
test, simulation and associated analysis mainly in 
normal operation, assuming the protection system will 
confine and clear a hazardous interaction. 
Design by optimization methodology can be used to 
analyze interactions between mission, design 
constraints and performances within a complex 
environment by making the appropriate constraints 
variable, runs sensitivity analysis and optimization to 
find the optimal combination. 
Note that generally, the number of objective functions 
has to be limited, most design issues shall be 
specified as constraints; for a given design problem, 
objectives selected shall be not compatible naturally. 
The choice of input variables has to be in accordance 
with the problem to solve with all performance criteria, 
sufficient but limited with no redundancy to limit 
complexity. 

ii. Models  and algorithms  

For continuous problem solving, analytical and semi-
analytical models are preferred for many reasons, 
computation time, explicit characteristic giving insight 
and understanding of the relationships between 
models parameters, ease to build and couple multi-
physical models.  
The disadvantage of analytical and semi-analytical 
models is its development time, its reduced generality 
and fidelity level in respect to FE numerical models: 
FE models can be used to enrich or to validate a 
simplified analytical model. 
Numerical models are preferably used for validation 
of the dimensioning to reduce the number of real 
prototypes.  
In general, it is researched to use of generic 
standardized models. Several level of modeling are 
necessary to cover the different system aspects. 
 Coordination between the different models for the 
simultaneous design is part of the optimization 
strategy, and of the different steps of architecture, 
dimensioning, management co synthesis. 
In order to solve multi modal problems sometimes 
involving discrete variables in the architecture and 
management synthesis, a hybridization of algorithms 
such as SQP (Sequential Quadratic Programming) - 
NSGA–II (Multi-objective Genetic Algorithm) is 
generally needed to fully and efficiently explore 
parameter space and to find rapidly the most powerful 
solutions. 
For highly combinatorial design problems, different 
models and algorithms methodologies and tools from 
artificial intelligence have to be used: bond graph 
description, expert systems using inference engines, 
and specific meta-heuristic algorithms.  
 A FOM assessment of some commonly used 
algorithms is shown in Figure 14 below. 
 
Figure 15 shows a simplified view of algorithms 
typology per type of design problem. 
 
 
 

Figure 14: FOM of commonly used algorithms (Source 
L2EP G2elab [63] 



 
Figure 15: Simplified view of algorithm typology 
(Source L2EP G2elab) [63] 

iii. Methods to manage uncertainty  

The source of uncertainties is multiple either linked to 
new architectures and technologies environment, 
mission, tolerances on parameters, or to modeling 
errors. Specific indicators such as Taguchi’s signal to 
noise ratio can be used to evaluate robustness of a 
solution in a given vicinity. 
 
Recently, probabilistic approaches were established 
to acknowledge the problem of uncertainty and to 
support informed decision making in conceptual and 
preliminary design of aircraft and system 
architectures. [3, 70] 
 

iv. Simultaneous synthesis is desirable 

Energy conversion system design generally uses a 
sequential approach: first the functional analysis to 
build functional, logical, and physical architectures, 
then dimensioning and finally energy management. 
However, simultaneous design of architecture, 
dimensioning and management in interaction with 
mission profile opportunities is “desirable” to reduce 
the number of iteration and have a higher probability 
of reaching an optimal design.  
One way could be to use design by optimization 
methodology (multi- system objectives multi design 
variables under constraints to simultaneously define 
dimensioning, management and architecture) [55]. 
As shown the Giraud dissertation [66], EPS semi-
automated design synthesis is still a research subject 
for the architecture and the management; solving it 
requires design space limitation through application of 
safety and business rules, and will use new 
methodologies and tools from artificial intelligence: 
expert systems using inference engines, and specific 
meta-heuristic algorithms.  
Generally to enable simultaneous design by 
optimization, we need to use analytical or semi 
analytical fast models of reduced complexity such as 
power flow, or simplified electrical models not 
including detailed control loop aspects. This level of 
accuracy and complexity may not be sufficient: More 
detailed models for part of system components may 
have to be used in a second step to further improve 
the design, which can then be difficult to solve in a 
simultaneous optimization process. 
 

v. Simplification of System complexity  

Where there is the need to break down a very large 
optimization problem; there are several methods to 
achieve this target:  
- One is to assemble simplified models for each 

subsystem to build a new surrogate one for the 
overall system.  

- Another one well suited to complex problem is 
Target cascaded optimization [56, 63]: it 
maintains the hierarchic breakdown and 
manages the interaction between the various 
sub problems during the optimization. Each sub 
problem can use its own algorithm. Objectives 
are set for each optimization sub process and all 
associated responses are propagated to each 
sub system until the sublevel target has become 
identical. The local optimization for each 
subsystem tries to zero the gap between the 
local optimal result and the download upper 
level objective. Multilevel design by optimization 
perform the optimization using multiple loops 
with models which may be different in accuracy, 
complexity, and computation speed and which 
may belong to various fields of expertise. 

vi. Surrogate model fidelity enhancement  

The first main use of multi-level approaches is not to 
breakdown complexity: It is used to correct a very 
simple surrogate model, for example by using the 
response of the correspondent FE model. Several 
methods exist: one method is to build an improved 
model prior to optimization. The model building 
makes uses of response surface methodology or 
other mathematical methods of approximation: 
Diffuse Element, Kriging, Artificial neural networks, 
Radial Basis functions network, efficient global 
optimization methods have been used in electrical 
engineering.  
 
 
Another type of method is Space Mapping [55, 56, 62, 
and 63]; optimization is carried out using a simple 
model: every 10 optimizations typically, the results 
are compared to the fine model for alignment. The 
alignment process itself is performed through an 
iterative optimization process which minimizes the 
gaps between the two models, the so called 
“parameter extraction.” Several kind of Space 
Mapping are available, among which ASM, AM, MM. 
All methods to enrich a surrogate model using FE, are 
very interesting because it will further enable larger 
use of the methodology design by optimization. 
 

vii. Inter-operability, distributed optimization  

Simulation tools like MAtlab / Simulink, Cadence, 
Amesim, Saber, Simplorer, Pspice, Portunus, Flux 
2D/3D are environment based tools which have poor 
interoperability. Therefore, those environment based 
tools are not suitable to solve efficiently multi-physical 
multilevel model optimization problems, which 
requires indeed a strong interoperability with all major 
environment based tool such as listed above. 



 
Figure 16 Left: SORCER uses Exertion Space to 
provide a flexible, dynamic space computing facility 
for ESAV optimization studies, Right: the ESAV 
optimization result half-span plan forms: baseline 
1550 midrange (top); optimized 2500 mi range 
(bottom). [84] 

In addition, the capability to be executed in a 
geographically distributed approach [84] is nowadays 
essential for a design collaborative platform, and 
environment based tool are limited to execution on a 
single computer. 
 
viii. Automatic generation of the derivatives  

One key differentiator of a design framework for 
optimization of continuous problem is the generation 
in an automated way of all the derivatives for a 
majority of models input description types by including 
in the frame work all mathematical computation 
capabilities required to support the computation of 
that derivatives. 

 
Figure 17: Interoperable Cades Framework (Source 
G2elab) 

 
With that feature, each component of the optimization 
model can be very efficiently optimized using gradient 
approaches allowing deployment of efficient multilevel 
optimization strategy on large systems. Use of hybrid 
SQP + Genetic algorithm further increase the frame 
work capability to enable efficient hierarchical 
optimization of large system, in which model 
component may include discrete variables. CADES 
tool is one example of such a framework [59, 61, 62, 
and 63] 

ix. Framework characteristics and limits of 
the approach design by optimization  

The framework shall be made of software component 
building blocks, designed for the standards that 
guarantee interoperability with other modeling and 
calculation “environment“ type tools, offering plug in 
plug out capability for other applications in addition to 
its own applications. The tool has to enable 
adaptation of design optimization problem capture to 
the particular case and to support large multilevel 
model hierarchies. Its mathematical capabilities allied 
to its enhanced interoperability through plugin-plug 
out smart interfaces for model capture or export, will 
free the designer to concentrate on the design 
problem formulation where there is very large 
creativity space and to enhance both the description 
of the optimization problem and the structure of the 
model. 

x. Summary and limits of design by 
optimization methodology for subsystem  

The first step is to correctly describe the design 
problem, then to establish the right model and model 
hierarchy to be used in optimization loops with the 
right sequential combination of algorithm. 
Mathematical methods exist to manage uncertainty 
and develop appropriate surrogate models. For a 
given formulated optimization problem with the 
appropriate mathematical tool, the search algorithm 
will find the best solution in the specified search 
space: This does not guarantee the optimality of the 
solution if the problem is not formulated correctly, or if 
the model is deficient to capture with enough 
accuracy all relevant aspects.  
The designer may be satisfied by the best case of a 
poor description of the problem or by local optima well 
below what could be achieved with a larger design 
space, and a better search strategy.  
Design by optimization methodologies can be found 
in the following paper, dissertations and academia 
research summary and justification description: [from 
49 to 84]. 
IV. The implications of  power sub-system 
integration  
 
As described in section II of this paper, one EPS 
major design evolution consist in more functional, 
spatial and operational integration with others power 
sub-system in particular the TMS.  
As indicated above interest for aircraft power 
subsystems design synthesis through optimization 
methodology is emerging as shown by references [3, 
67 to 83] 
Performance and interest of such more  integrated 
power systems  would be assessed at aircraft level 
for validation compared to legacy less integrated 
power sub-systems. 
 Although systems integration has been already 
identified as a major trend to increase fuel efficiency, 
study of more integrated aircraft power sub-systems 
is still not publically released, neither disclosed.  
During conceptual and early preliminary aircraft 
design, overall sizing of the aircraft’s configuration 
arrangement, size, weight, and performance are 
estimated. Alternative design concepts are prepared 
in response to the design requirements, and 



variations on those concepts are analyzed. The 
required accuracy of e.g. predicted weight, 
performance or size is only of secondary importance. 
The expected level of accuracy in conceptual and 
early preliminary aircraft design usually lies between 
10 and 15 % [70, 76, and 77]  
 
Today sub-systems design has largely been 
neglected in conceptual and preliminary aircraft 
design due to its maturity and standardization gained 
over decades. Statistical relation were used to 
estimate only systems mass [70, 78]; other 
repercussions of systems integration were neglected. 
With more electrical more integrated subsystems 
trend, past references of the legacy aircraft are now 
irrelevant. 
Developing a power subsystem model or a set of 
models usable at Aircraft MDO level is necessary to 
improve aircraft MDA [70]. This model of the EPS and 
associated aircraft power systems should permit to 
take in account relevant effects such as induced 
weight, drag and power extraction, and impact on 
gravity center during aircraft concept tradeoffs [70]. 
EPS Phenomena below the second range for power 
extraction and drag effects of power sub-systems do 
not need to be captured for optimization at Aircraft 
MDO level or for integration with others power 
subsystems. 
Sizing requirements are “emerging” consequences of 
system and component failures modes analysis, and 
are dependent of architecture [83] 
Equivalent quasi steady state power flow model with 
10% accuracy may be sufficient to identify best 
architectures and technologies couples. Induced 
weight and drag shall also be estimated within a 10% 
range which for new architecture and technologies. 
To reach 10% accuracy with fully new architecture 
and technologies will require detailed dimensioning of 
the integrated power sub-system. 
 

 
Figure 18: Efficient Supersonic Air Vehicle N² diagram 
(Source MAD center VT [79]) 

To synthesize and integrate the power sub-system 
model to be used at Aircraft MDO studies level 
various approaches are possible: The capability to 
perform subsystem sizing and analysis can be done 
in parallel and sequentially with tradition aircraft and 
propulsion system sizing and analysis or 
simultaneously by integrating the various subsystems 
models in the aircraft MDO framework.  
This last option is the approach proposed in [70] by 
Lammering (2014) “Integration of Aircraft Systems 
into Conceptual Design Synthesis” where a MICADO 
framework is proposed to host the loosely coupled 

systems. The author describes in details its modeling 
approach of the various systems based on 
technological equation of past designs. One 
drawback of this method is that the introduction of a 
new integrated new architecture between the 
electrified power systems is not really covered. 
A similar approach is proposed by Chakraborty [80] 
(2014), De Tenorio [81] 2010. Model Center is an 
example of such a frame work [81]. 
Another solution could be to first synthesize a detailed 
design of the integrated power subsystem, using a 
simplified model of interaction of power subsystem 
with aircraft and engine and then to establish a 
surrogate model to be used at aircraft level. 
To study the new architecture of the integrated power 
subsystem, low or medium fidelity model could be first 
used as long as accuracy is not yet critical (10 to 
15%): It is far more important to show the correct 
trends and effects within the investigated design 
space for valid optimization and down-selection. [70, 
76].  
A simplified parametric model of engine and aircraft is 
also needed to study the influence of engine and 
aircraft configuration on the power subsystem 
definition and to classify the integrated power 
subsystems architecture variants 
The above approaches will help better MDA at 
Aircraft level during the concept phase and better 
design of the integrated power subsystems including 
the EPS.  
 
V. Conclusion  
 
In this paper we have review the stakes of going more 
electrical, and more integrated for the aircraft power 
subsystems, the need to take into account power 
links between engine, aircraft and power subsystems 
to synthesize an integrated power subsystems 
architecture.  
MDO (Multi-disciplinary design optimization) 
methodologies are used to Aircraft design level to 
address interaction between the various disciplines 
with fast surrogated models, exploring large design 
spaces [6, 7, 70, 71, 76, 80, and 81].  
The recent use and the current limits of design by 
optimization methodology to synthesize EPS 
architecture, management and dimensioning within 
an integrated aircraft power system have been 
analyzed. One issue of performing power subsystem 
integration optimization could be availability of 
meaningful model for engine and aircraft.  
Few research are currently made for deeper 
integration of the power subsystems: Although for 
instance thermal energy conversion, transport, 
storage system fuel efficiency could be further 
improved through: 

- Integrated design synthesis of the thermal 
and electrical energy conversion system: as 
thermal ,pressure conditions and heat load 
are constantly changing along mission, heat 
load storage extraction, recycling and  
ejection management may be  coupled with 
electrical energy management to reduce 
peak power demand and overall installed 
energy conversion, storage, transport means 

- New architectures and functions   



- Electrical technologies for high performance 
VCS and air-cycling machines, electrical 
technologies for temperature control. 

The stakes of this ATA transverse integration may be 
much  higher than those linked to EPS direct 
optimization such as EMC filtering or Power Quality 
Optimization.  
The required competences to optimize the integrated 
power sub systems are multidisciplinary and does 
include strong electrical and thermodynamic 
engineering competences.  
Opportunities lies in new architecture and technology 
couples that enable better performance at aircraft 
level. This power sub-systems ‘deeper’ integration 
optimization is proposed as a field for such 
opportunities. 
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